Software as A Service Designed for Your Unique Healthcare Business Needs

fourleaf®, an innovative suite of tools for healthcare payors and providers, is a solution that simplifies the management of ALL provider data in a centralized location delivering a more efficient workflow that reduces risk.

fourleaf® creates a fully integrated system to ingest and validate provider data, deliver electronic contracting solutions, and manage documents while providing a system to track tasks and assignments to ensure providers are onboarded and managed swiftly and appropriately. The functionality of the system is easy to use and seamless in its delivery. From validating provider data through roster ingestion, file curation, and analytical reports, to the system’s capability to integrate contract and email templates, fourLeaf® will make management of provider information flawless.

fourLeaf® is secured with Microsoft Azure Services and is hardened with policies established by the National Institute of Standards and Technology.

**Key Features**

- Centralized management of all provider files, contracts, and credentials
- Fully integrated task management
- Automated reporting and collection/ingestion of roster information

**Key Benefits**

- Increase revenue – reduce costs
- Facilitated automated document management and production
- Single interface to manage provider data
- More efficient process flow, yielding improved results

**Key Technologies**

- Designed with Microsoft Azure PowerApps – rapidly configurable and secure workflows
- Electronic contracting powered by DocuSign
- Secured follow National Institute of Standards and Technology

**Ingest & Validate Data**

- Ingest csv, xls, other formats
- Validate accuracy of data
- Ensure clean data in database

**Analytics & Reporting**

- Performance and status
- Geospatial integration
- Self serve reports / dashboards

**File Curation**

- Information storage, curation, and security
- Information governance and control
- Full Microsoft integration

**Send/Receive Electronic Contracting**

- Reduce contracting mistakes
- Achieve revenue faster with more accuracy

**Task Management**

- Automated workflow
- Never lose track of vital tasks and documents
- Comprehensive view of provider